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Some players may look to buy a low-cost racket while others will look to spend a significant sum to get the highest quality equipment possible. Also, there are many brands – Tecnifibre, Head, Dunlop and Prince – that offer a wide range of squash gear.
Here are a few things to consider in the process of deciding on the best squash racket:

There are 3 different categories of balance in a racquet. Each
plays very differently and has different benefits to the player.
1. Head Light
These racquets feel lighter
and more maneuverable.
more weight
in the handle

3. Even
These racquets provide maneuverability
(faster swing) while still generating power.
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Heavyweight (145G – 170G)
A heavier racquet aid in
adding more power to your
shots, offers stability and a
smooth impact thru the ball.
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PREMIUM

Rounded Handle
Think of this as feeling
like a baseball bat.
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Always go with the squash racquet that
matches your skill-level. Also, the highest
quality racquet is built with better
qualities and will last longer.
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Simply base your decision on how much you can comfortably afford to invest in your gear. While it benefits to
go a little above the most basic options, there is no need
to start out with the most expensive or highest quality
racquet.
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Squash racquets come
with a standard handle size,
but the handle shape ccan change
among manufacturers. The shape that you
decide to use is going to come down to personal preference.

QUALITY

SKILL LEVEL
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Lightweight (110G – 145G)
A light racquet allows for
quick wrist movement, quicker
movement of the head, allows
Quick wrist
you to have soft touch and good movement
feel, aid in deception in front of
the court, easier control.
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Evenly distributed
weight

tion

has a larger
sweet spot
generates
more power

There are
plenty of factors
that can impact the
characteristics and behavior of
the squash racquet, including the
material, shape of head, size, balance and
weight. Try out and handle a few racquets to see
which is most e ective for your game play.
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Less weight in
the handle

Closed throat

due to the
shorter main
strings.
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more weight
in the head

Less weight in
the head

Open throat
provide control
and stability

2. Head Heavy
These racquets give more
power with less effort.
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There are two primary types of composition in a
squash racquet, the Open throat design and the
Closed throat construction.

Squash racquets range in weight from 110 grams
to 170 grams. The appropriate weight of the racquet
typically depends on personal preference. With that
being said, there are advantages to both a lighter racquet and a heavier racquet.

A beginner can easily
invest $30-$50 on a starter
racquet,
but the best value is going
to be a racquet around
$100-$150 if you are serious about the game.
The most expensive racquets are over $200.
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Rectangular Handle
Think of this feeling
much more like a
tennis racquet.

Racquets can last years if they are properly
maintained. What consistently needs to be
replaced is your strings, which should be
replaced on an annual basis.
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